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Abstract
A major impediment to the adoption of Negotiation and
group support systems is that they are often developed as
stand-alone applications and do not seamlessly integrate
with tools that use everyday work process. In this paper,
we discuss a group and negotiation support system that is
embedded with work productivity tools and tools that
support synchronous and asynchronous information
exchange. Using a case study, we illustrate that the
overhead involved in the use of GDNSS can be
considerably reduced with our approach to integrating
them with work processes.

1. Introduction
Recent research [1] suggests that three categories of
groupwork need to be supported by tools: problemsolving, communication and persuasion. However, tools
that support group decision and negotiation processes
emphasize different aspects such as communication, use
of multi-criteria decision support models, information
exchange etc. For example, many Negotiation support
systems focus on formalizing the communication and
negotiation process [2] e.g., through providing
autonomous or semi-autonomous agents [3]. In contrast,
many group decision support systems support either
synchronous or asynchronous communication. While
systems that attempt to provide analytical decision
support to groups such as those that use decision theoretic
models assume that the problem and solutions spaces are
well understood, tools that support communication
facilitate the exploration of these spaces to help the
decision makers reach mutual understanding. Even
among systems that aim to support communication, some
facilitate asynchronous exchanges while other facilitate
synchronous communication. Further, some support
unstructured communication, while others facilitate

(semi) structured exchanges. In this paper, we discuss an
approach to integrating the functionalities of several tools
by providing a strategy for integrating the functionalities
of various tools.
The need to integrating group decision and negotiation
tools within the context of work environment has been
stressed by recent research [4]. Most tools are stand-alone
tools and require the user to move away from their
everyday work environment. This approach presents two
problems: First, the work context within which
information exchanges and communication among
decision makers happens is lost when they are forced to
move to another environment. Second, the overhead
involved in 'duplicating' information contained in other
the work environment in the Group Decision and
Negotiation Support Systems (GDNSS) may be too high
for the users to shun their use. For example, past
experience with using GDNSS to support complex
concurrent engineering process has produced mixed
results for the above reasons [5]. We argue that a primary
reason for such inconsistent results from GDNSS
technology is the inability to provide adequate support for
problem-solving,
communication
and
persuasion
seamlessly within everyday work context. The emphasis
of our research is to facilitate the integration of various
functionalities provided by GDNSS tools as well as tools
used in everyday work.

2. Facilities provided by GDNSS tools
We have identified three categories of tools with which
to illustrate our approach to tool integration. We discuss
the capabilities of each category of tools along the various
kinds of 'services' provided by them. The discussion is
intended to be illustrative rather than an exhaustive survey
of various categories of tools. Table 1 identifies the tools
discusses their relative focus with respect to providing
group decision and negotiation support.
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Table 1: Support Provided by GDNSS Tools
Support focuses
Information
Communication
and
delivery
Tools
Not interactive
Effective
Synchronous
Offline.
offline
GDNSS tools
delivery
(Email)
Interactive
Asynchronous
communication
GDNSS tools
(Net Meeting)

Collaboration
/Coordination

File sharing
capabilities
results in
effective group
authoring

Structured
communication
tools
(GIBIS, IBE)

Integrated
Approach

Information
sharing and
delivery

Interactive
communication

(Email +
NetMeeting +
Argumentation +
Work
productivity tools
- Rational Rose)
E-mail exemplifies a set of tools that facilitate
asynchronous communication. Though email supports
exchange of information, often it is done in the form of
attachments of documents to email messages. Here the
focus is on delivery rather than sharing. As the most
popular medium of electronic communication, our
approach to integration seeks to integrate the information
contained within email exchanges with other tools for
collaboration and negotiation. Often, the contents of
critical exchanges between collaborating group members
is lost within individual email accounts. The ability to
provide a shared medium for exchange of critical
knowledge components from within email messages will
be very valuable.
The need for synchronous communication is met by
group collaboration tools. NetMeeting is an example of a
collaboration tool that supports online interactive
communication and information exchange. Besides
providing whiteboard and chat features for exchanges, the
system also facilitates both file sharing and application
sharing. Given the its ease of use and availability, it is

Decision

File and
application
sharing, group
authoring

Effective
capture of
design
rationale
leading to
valid
decisions
Traceability
to
deliberations

Negotiation

Meeting

Communication
with references
to design
rationale
captured,
resulting in
consensus

Virtual,
interactive
meetings

Problem and
solution spaces
fully explored

Complete
mapping of
Problem and
solution spaces

Virtual
meetings
supported

gaining popularity as a tool for conducting virtual,
interactive meetings. As the tools is intended to support
informal / unstructured exchanges, the reuse of much of
the information contained within NetMeeting sessions is
lost after the session is completed.
Argumentation tools that support asynchronous
communication take the view that group decision and
negotiation can be helped by facilitating the process of
identifying, communicating and elaborating the
alternatives and decision criteria, in contrast to analytical
tools that concentrate on the automation of the algorithms
that help aggregate preferences of group members. Most
of systems that attempt to provide analytical decision
support to groups, (such as those that employ decision
theoretic models) assume that the alternative solutions to
the decision problem of interest are well understood and
the effects or consequences of choosing among these are
well known. Systems such as gIBIS [6] and IBE [7]
provide hypertext interfaces to the IBIS model to facilitate
the capture of rationale knowledge. Conversation Builder
[8] provides a customizable environment to support
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different communication protocols such as IBIS with
minimal effort. By capturing such knowledge, mechanism
for automated reasoning to facilitate the tasks of various
stakeholders involved in deliberations. The services
provided in REMAP [9] and SIBYL are examples of this
approach [10]. For example, REMAP provides primitives
and representation mechanisms to facilitate capture and
use of process knowledge. This approach recognizes that
evolutionary restructuring and reformulation of the
problem and solution spaces are important steps in the
management of conflicts. Further, this approach is distinct
in its recognition of the need to support the process of
information exchange and assumption surfacing to
complement the use of analytical techniques in managing
conflicts.
We argue that each of the above categories of tools
supports group decision and negotiation processes in their
unique ways. The most benefit can be obtained by
integrating these approaches seamlessly such that the
overhead for the user is minimized and information
exchange across various tools is facilitated. We illustrate
this approach by integrating one tool from each category
through the REMAP system. Further, this environment
needs to be integrated with tools used in everyday work
environment. We use system development tasks as
exemplar of a task requiring comprehensive group
decision and negotiation support. We illustrate the use of
the integrated tools within a system development task.
Here, we further integrate these tools with a Computer
Aided Software Engineering tool. This is intended to
illustrate how the tools can be embedded within the
context of work.

3. Our Approach
We have identified three approaches to integrating
REMAP with work tools and GDNSS. First (which we
term Level 1 strategy), REMAP may be invoked from
another tool using the web-interface, but the information
within REMAP is managed only from within it. A second
strategy (Level 2) involves the ability to invoke
components of REMAP from within another tool. This
provides an application the ability to add, modify and
delete contents of REMAP knowledge base. Third (Level
3), REMAP acts as a tool maintaining traceability among
components of information maintained within various
tools.
As the REMAP system provides a web-interface, it can
be readily invoked from within any system that provides a
facility to invoke a web browser. Though this strategy is
the most convenient and requires almost no
customization, the integration achieved is very limited. A

major drawback is that this strategy keeps the data in the
tools in their native environments and does not allow
information sharing among tools.
The second strategy involves invoking components of
REMAP from within another tool. This approach is
intended to provide the ability to share information
between tools seamlessly. For example, data residing
within a tool can be easily shared with REMAP. A
convenient approach to such integration is to invoke
components of REMAP that provide access to the
knowledge base of REMAP directly rather than through
its graphical interface. The user can stay within their work
context and transfer knowledge components to REMAP
seamlessly. Such knowledge can then be accessed within
REMAP for further elaboration and discussion.
The final strategy calls for the development of
traceability across artifacts maintained within different
tools using REMAP as a traceability tool. Unlike typical
traceability tools that require duplication of information
within their repositories, this approach calls for the
maintenance of only a semantic map of information
contained in various tools. By creating a network of
traceability links between different sources of
information, the user can 'traverse' across various tools to
invoke their respective functionalities. However,
providing such a high level integration requires the
creation of a meta model representing the "schema" of
knowledge contained in various tools.
Each of the strategies places different requirements on
the integrated tools ranging from providing access to the
data contained within its repositories to sharing their
'schema' that can be incorporated within REMAP
semantic model.
Establishing a semantic net capturing the association
among various knowledge components drawn from
different tools would enable a variety of services to
support group decision and negotiation activities. They
include:
• Automated maintenance of constraints on the
associations. For example, if an assumption is
surfaced in a NetMeeting session that justifies a
design object (e.g., a class definition) within Rational
Rose, the integrated environment can alert the
decision maker that the design object needs to be
revised
• Navigation by inferring inverse relationships
• Analysis of the completeness of the problem and
solution specification by using the semantics of the
forward and backwards traceability information. For
example, before a negotiation proceeds, the system
can ensure that all the alternatives have valid support.
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•

Maintenance of consistency of the knowledge
components specified in different tools. For example,
if a discussion between two designers within their
email exchanges makes an assumption that is
contradicted by discussions within the NetMeeting
session, having the ability to surface them and link
them to appropriate objects is likely to result in the
identification of the inconsistency. This can be
supported at different levels of automation depending
on the formality with which these objects and links
are specified in the system.

4. Integration Scenario
A design scenario described below illustrates the
integration of various suites of communication, design
and documentation tools, like Rational Rose, Microsoft
Outlook and Microsoft Word, that can support effective
negotiation and group decision-making. The scenario
illustrates the capture of rationale behind the design
changes using ReMap’s model, which could have been
triggered by Email communication among developers in
the team using Microsoft Outlook as the client and
references to design documents that are stored as
Microsoft Word documents. This is further integrated
with the real time communication/conferencing tools like
NetMeeting.
This example has been drawn from a case study
involving the development of a large software system
developed in a firm specializing in embedded systems
development. The scenarios drawn from the case study
are used to illustrate the effective integration of the
various tools used for negotiation and group decision.

to patients who have adequate balance in their hospital
account.

1.2. Scenario description
We restrict ourselves to the design of the television
operation module of the system. The corresponding
design team is engaged in the design for the part of the
system, which would receive a request from a patient,
process the request in order to interpret the type of
request, check the patient privilege and account balance
and service the request. Rational Rose is the design tool
used. The design documents are stored as MS Word
documents. The members in the design team use MS
Outlook as the Email client for communication and
information delivery. Since the design and development
is done offsite, they conduct regular team meetings in
which onsite coordinators participate.

Switch On

Patient

Switch Off

TV

Channel Change

(a)

1.1. System description
The system, called as HospCom, is designed to be used
in hospitals. The system takes care of billing the patients
for telephone extension usage and television usage.
Every patient room is equipped with a telephone
extension and a television. The patient operates the
television by dialing certain preset codes from his
extension. His requests are sent to the HospCom server
through a PABX. Services running in the HospCom
would evaluate his request by checking his privileges and
account balance and fulfill the request. The requests are
ultimately sent to a TV controller, which could be
connected to a number of television sets. The controller
identifies the television corresponding to the request and
sends the switch request to the same. Patients can watch
free as well as pay channels. Pay channels are restricted

Switch On

SerialComm

Switch Off

SerialComm

Channel Change

(b)
Figure 1 (a and b): Use case diagram depicting
the various patient requests
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These meetings facilitate major requirements and
design clarifications. Since the various coordinators
operate from various countries the meetings are usually
virtual. NetMeeting is the conferencing/coordination
tool used.

1.3. Design scenarios
Figure 1 shows the use case diagrams generated
using the Rational Rose. At every stage of the design,
various decisions are taken by putting forward various
arguments supporting/opposing the various positions
that the designers take. The arguments’ validity is based
on the validity of certain assumptions. These positions
would respond to the issues that were raised by certain
requirements. Figure 2 shows the capture of rationale
behind some design decisions. The REMAP tool was
invoked from within Rational Rose, using level 2
integration (the details of this integration are discussed
later). The requirement that the patient can request for a
switch-on, raises the issue about the requestor. Is the
patient the requestor or is the serial communication
component that is sending the actual request to the
HospCom server, the requestor? A couple of arguments
try to address this issue. One argument suggests that the
patient is the requestor and the other suggests that serial
communication component is the requestor. These
arguments are made based on some assumptions. The
assumption that patient is the originator for the request
and that serial communication component is not external
to the system supports the former argument. The
assumption that serial communication port is external to
the system supports the latter argument. Based on the
validity of the assumptions that support the former
argument, the decision that patient would be the actor, is
taken. This decision leads to the use case diagram
shown in figure 1 (a). If the decision had been
otherwise, the use case diagram would have been as
shown in figure 1(b). A change in this decision, which
could be caused by some assumptions becoming invalid,
would affect all the design artifacts that are dependent
on the use case diagram. A sequence diagram depicting
a particular scenario like a ‘Switch-On’ scenario would
be affected by the decision taken in the use case level.
Changes in decision based on validity of some
underlying assumptions would render such a sequence
diagram inconsistent with the use case diagram.
These decisions could be based on discussions
among the designers in the team. The team uses
Microsoft Outlook as the Email client for offline
communication and NetMeeting as a conferencing and
application-sharing tool.
They utilize the group
authoring features of such conferencing tools in order to
make design changes that are based on the decisions
taken. For instance one designer who is working on the
design model could share the Rose application with

other designers who might be reviewing the design and
grant them the permission to modify the design to
discuss various scenarios. Integration of ReMap with
the suite of tools that the designer would be using,
would facilitate the capture of rationale from online
discussions too, one form of which could be application
sharing. A design model could be shared among
multiple designers working on different machines, using
NetMeeting. Any designer could make changes to the
design model to illustrate his arguments and
assumptions. Finally, the decision rationale is captured
by ReMap, which would be invoked from within Rose.
The snapshot shown in Figure 3 portrays how
ReMap is integrated with an Email client (MS Outlook
in this case). Critical Information which is a part of the
informal Email discussion between two designers and
that information which has a bearing on the decision
taken, is captured by ReMap. Figure 6 depicts an online
chat among the designers and coordinators. Design
decision rationale from such an online chat could be
captured by ReMap using the Windows clipboard, as
NetMeeting does not facilitate customization of its
toolbars. Decision rationale information can be copied
to the clipboard and this could be sent to the ReMap
database by using ReMap's menu options in any of the
Office suite tools or Rational Rose. Even though this
example follows a particular underlying model of
ReMap, the tool can be configured to use a user-defined
model.
Figure 4 shows the integration of ReMap with
Rational Rose. A connection can be established from
Rose to the ReMap database, Rose objects can be
selected and dependency information can be sent to the
ReMap database. In our previous example, changes in
the use case diagram would affect other diagrams like
sequence diagrams representing several scenarios. This
would necessitate a dependency network to be
maintained. In the absence of such a network within the
actual tool itself, integration of ReMap with Rose
facilitates the maintenance of such a dependency
network. ReMap database would capture the structure
of the particular Rose model under discussion and
establish a dependency network either by identifying the
dependencies from the Rose application model or from
user input. This could be used to raise alerts to the
designer about affected dependencies if one of the
artifacts within the model has been changed. Figure 5
shows the form that would pop up whenever a rationale
is to be sent from either Outlook or Word or Rose to the
ReMap database. In the case of Rational Rose,
information regarding objects would correspond to that
of nodes in ReMap. There is an added option provided
by ReMap menus in Rose that could be used to establish
a dependency between two nodes, which would
typically be two diagrams, one dependent on the other
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(Ex: A sequence diagram dependent on a use case
diagram). This option would bring up a slight variant of
the form shown in figure 5, which would include
provisions for sending dependency information to
ReMap database. Apart from capturing the rationale
behind the decision to use Patient as the actor in the use
case diagram, ReMap captures the dependency of a
particular sequence diagram on the use case diagram
that has been affected by the decision. Figure 2
illustrates this capture of dependency among the various
diagrams in a Rose model. The 'SwitchOn' sequence
diagram depends on the 'TVModule' use case diagram.
When a decision taken changes the 'TVModule' use case
diagram, the 'SwitchOn' sequence diagram would
become inconsistent with the corresponding use case

diagram. In this example, the decision 'PatientActor',
which resolves the issue 'Requestor', affects the use case
diagram 'TVModule' which in turn affects the sequence
diagram 'SwitchOn'. Maintenance of such a dependency
network will enable the designers to eliminate
inconsistencies in the design.
A semantic mapping of object dependencies within a
particular model in a particular stage of the project life
cycle is captured in the ReMap database. This could be
extended to various artifacts generated at various stages
of the project life cycle, the dependencies still being
maintained in a common ReMap database. This also
indicates that an effective integration of group decision
and negotiation systems would result in an effective
traceability of artifacts across the project’s life cycle.

Figure 2: Capture of design rationale using ReMap’s model
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Figure 3: Integration of ReMap with MS Outlook.

Figure 4: Integration of ReMap with Rose
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Figure 5: Capture and transmission of rationale from Work process tools to ReMap database

Figure 6: Capture of design rationale from NetMeeting
In this example, we have illustrated our
approach to integrating information content from a
variety of sources such as synchronous collaboration
tools (NetMeeting), asynchronous collaboration tools
(email) and work productivity tools (Office Suite). Here,
the user is not only able to seamlessly access the various
tools to take advantage of their unique capabilities, s/he
is also able to bring together fragments of knowledge
related to the group decision and negotiation task that
may be scattered in these different environments.
Further, we illustrate the importance of embedding these
GDNSS environments within the context of everyday
work. The ability to invoke these capabilities within the
work context (say, while using Rational Rose during a
design task) significantly reduces the overhead involved
in their use. Further, by providing an infrastructure for
Level 3 integration, knowledge fragments that reside
within these tools may also be linked to knowledge
captured from various GDNSS environments.

5. Discussion
Our current implementation effectively illustrates the
second level integration discussed in Section 3. Though
the integration with office productivity suite can be
claimed to at level 3 due to the limited structure of
information contained in these tools, achieving this level
of integration with tools that have complex semantic
content will require some effort. We are currently
investigating the use of autonomous agents that will
facilitate coordination among various tools by allowing
exchange of content as well as presentation of
information. Besides, we are also exploring the use of a
XML based dependency language to develop the
traceability network among various tools. Facilitating
knowledge integration among tools has been a major
concern in a variety of domains. For example, in the
case of Computer Aided Software Engineering tools
(CASE) integration is attempted typically at the
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presentation layer or the repository layer. Further,
standard formats for data interchange (e.g., CDIF) have
been proposed. Knowledge integration is receiving
considerable attention in the knowledge management
community as well. The development of schemes for
knowledge interchange in standard formats such as KIF
can be beneficial. However, as a first step, the primitive
knowledge components represented in each tool must
first be identified and associated with components in
other tools. As our work is focused on linking often
unstructured content from sources such as email and
online discussions, the development of task neutral
ontology is likely challenging.
Finally, we are conducting empirical investigation of
the effectiveness of the approach proposed here. A
detailed analysis of costs and benefits of achieving
various levels of integration is the focus of this work.
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